Inventory, at the press
of a button.
MATT & NAT, a women’s hand-bag and accessory retailer, did
not have reliable inventory data. With the implementation of
ITL’s RFID solution, M&N was able to quickly and accurately
count and share in-store inventory.
•
•

Achieved consistent 3-minute inventory counts.
24/7 availability of inventory data.

About
MATT & NAT (M&N) is a vegan, accessory
line designed in Montreal, Canada. Inspired
by everyday life, architecture and nature,
the collections focus on creativity, functionality, color, and on being environmentally
aware. Linings are always 100% recycled
plastic bottles.
M&N is carried in boutiques across Canada,
the United States, U.K., and Japan.
Challenges
M&N has a retail division and a distribution
division, each with its own software system.
Maintaining an accurate and accessible
inventory count is a challenge. Two primary
goals of their RFID project was to employ
a method to quickly and easily count store
items, and have the inventory data accessible.
To make matters more challenging, M&N
inventory is spread across multiple store
zones (display walls, display cases, backrooms, etc...). During a typical shopping
day, items move locations frequently. A
challenge for M&N was to ensure they have
all available items represented on the store
floor and displayed in the right area.
Recognizing RFID can benefits multiple
departments, M&N was apprehensive
the scope of their project would quickly
get overwhelming. Moreover, finding and

tasking the right expertise within their
organization was concerning. Lastly, new
procedures introduced at the store level
were regarded as possibly distracting and
time consuming for store associates.
How ITL Helped
The ITL solution included software (Reflect
RFID), hardware, and professional services.
The professional services comprised a team
of RFID specialists who listened to M&N
challenges and concerns. The ITL RFID team
optimized and structured a focused solution and guided M&N each step of the way.
An initial “retro-tagging” step was used
to add RFID tags to all store-floor items.
Simply put; a pre-serialized RFID sticker was
supplied by ITL and affixed to items by ITL’s
implementation team. The unique electronic product code (EPC) of the tag was associated to the items SKU with a quick and easy
‘marry’ process, a feature of Reflect RFID.

Results
M&N store manager, Marjorie Frazao recounted, “inventory counting used to take
us hours and days; with Reflect RFID we are
able to scan our entire store in minutes.”
Specifically, M&N was able to scan their
store in 3 minutes. With the RFID system,
Marjorie had the right stock, in the right
place and time to grow sales and focus on
customers.
Sacha Singh, General Manager for Retail
Operations noted, “Reflect RFID | Web
allowed us to access accurate and up-todate inventory look-ups by store, by SKU
and even by item. We are excited to see
this technology used for our omni-channel
initiatives.”
MATT & NAT Video on YouTube

The ITL team made this initial process a
welcomed and seamless process for M&N.
M&N’s store associates were trained, by
ITL’s team, to count the store items using
the “audit” feature of Reflect RFID | Mobile. At M&N head-office, Reflect RFID |
Web was used to access live inventory data.
New inventory was affixed, at store level,
with a generic RFID tag.

To see more of M&N’s RFID project,
visit the YouTube video at https://
youtu.be/JnhPGKHhOe0.

Your label is your brand,
put it in safe hands.
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